
#IkZieWatJijNietZiet #ISpyWithMyLittleEye

The 
Invisible Ones



intro
Racism towards Asian Dutch has always existed 
in The Netherlands. Because of the Covid-19 out-
break in 2020, the discrimination and racism to-
wards East and South-East Asian Dutch has only 
grown; worldwide, including The Netherlands.
 
Reports of discrimination increased by 52.3% in 
2020 compared to 2019, in the Amsterdam region 
alone (mdra.nl).

Anti-Asian racism
Amsterdam 2019: 10 reports
Amsterdam 2020: 523 reports

In the past century, the representation of this group 
Asian Dutch, has barely changed in the Dutch 

media and politics. As a result, the old, stereo-
typical image is maintained and the general public 
has still not fully accepted Asian Dutch as ’just’ 
Dutch; they are still seen as ‘strange and exotic’.
Asian Dutch have always experienced racism, 
exclusion and discrimination, but mainstream 
media and politics have rarely paid attention to this.

With the video project The Invisible Ones we 
want to respond to anti-Asian racism in a creative 
and substantive way and draw attention to this 
subject.



Connecting Asian Dutch 

               with fellow citizens

Connecting various 

      Asian dutch communities 

         Connecting 

  Asian dutch creatives

Making Asian dutch 

        more visible Claiming a voice 

           within society

    Awareness of 

ANTI-ASIAN RACISM

goals



Process

It was important to include the community:

They could contribute by sending in selfies 
as part of the video. 

We searched for a team with Asian roots that 
connected with the message immediately.  



spoken word piece I spy with my little eye.

Where we are called Ching Chang Chong

I see a country that has conquered the seven
seas, but where it seems impossible
to explain that not all Asians are Chinese

I see a country of democracy and justice,
but where justice is blind to the injustice of Asians
being publicly addressed in hateful ways, and 
schools teaching kids to sing anti-Asian racist 
songs.

Where ignorant voices, time and time again,
fail pronouncing your name correctly,
but without complaining quickly learn
how to say Danaerys Targaryen.

Where I am being called a dog eater
I see a country that for centuries has
satisfied its insatiable hunger for violence
by stealing treasures from Asian countries,
but to this day, still won’t appreciate
Asian cultural diversity.

I see more than 1 million Asians living in The 
Netherlands:

ignored identities, forgotten stories, and many
languages   spoken by silent voices who had no
choice but to live in the margins of society.

I see a country stuck in denial about
racism, all the while whitewashing
Asian identities as if we don’t exist.

 I see us standing there at the edge of our 
so-called civil society, as a byproduct of 
colonialism and slavery, waiting hoping that one 
day we will finally be seen and acknowledged.

I spy with my little eye.

I see 1st, 2nd, 3rd generation Asian Dutch.
I see anger.
I see pain.
I see trauma.
I see broken trust.
I see a rich history.
I see cultural diversity.
I see numerous identities.
I see human beings.
I see dreams.
I see wishes.
I see ambitions.
I see emotions.
I see futures.
I see pride.

I spy with my little eye.



results

On the first day 
> 200K+ views and
 4K+ shares

the video Has been shared 

by many popular media 

personalities including 

Within the Asian Dutch  community the video has been shared like a snowball, reaching the followers outside 
of the community. The video and the topic went from online to offline and on air in lifestyle and news platforms. 
Reaching the younger and older generations.  EXPECTATION: 30.000 views

Irfan Bachdim: @ibachdim 1 million followers

Candy Dulfer: @realcandydulfer 724.000 followers

Joey Kwan Belgie: @imkwanjoey 293.000 followers

Damn Honey: @damnhoneyhetboek 33.000 followers

Celeste: @celmatique 109.000 followers

Lily Tjon: @hashtagbylily 525.000 followers

Typhoon: @mctyphoon 73.200 followers



GRAZIA46

SPEAK YOUR MIND

‘
‘Sinds de corona-uitbraak zijn Aziatische 

Nederlanders steeds vaker slachtoffer van fysiek en 
verbaal geweld. Filmmaker en kinderboekenschrijfster 

Chee-Han Kartosen-Wong (39) maakte daarom 
de video Ik zie wat jij niet ziet over anti-Aziatisch  

racisme in Nederland. ‘Wij worden altijd vergeten  
in gesprekken over racisme.’

RACISMEresults

traditional and digital 

media reach

Social media such as YouTube, Facebook and LinkedIn 

added thousands of views, likes 
and shares to this.

NOS Jeugdjournaal: 410k viewers
5 uur live: 140k viewers
Linda.nl: 3.5 million users
FunX: 1 million users
Grazia magazine: 33k copies
Oneworld.nl: 2 million users



Summary

It’s safe to say that we’ve exceeded 
our humble expectation.  
Through social media and mainstream media #IkZieWatJijNietZiet 
reached over a million people.

The Invisible Ones with its #IkZieWatJijNietZiet awareness video was a very successful 
project. The video facilitated discussions about anti-Asian racism on social media, in schools 
and so on. It effectively raised awareness of anti-Asian racism and problematic Asian Dutch 
representation in media and culture. It gave Asian Dutch people and their voices a platform 
and empowered Asian Dutch – and it continues doing so.


